
With the light on self-care propelling curiosity and 
embracement of mystical healing, crystals are trending. 
This collection features a variety of crystals and our 
fragrance interruption. Whether you use it in a crystal-
themed product or not, we hope you find these 
inspirational. Enjoy!

Crystals

Lebermuth Proprietary and Confidential. Do Not Duplicate. 



CRYSTAL: CARNELIAN

TOPNOTES
Fresh, Green
Grapefruit
Fruity

MIDDLENOTES
Geranium
Rose
Powdery Raspberry

BASENOTES
Woody
Sweet Vanilla

92-2000-39 |  ALL-NATURAL FRAGRANCE

Soothing citrus with a subtle emphasis on grapefruit, along with delish undertones featuring delicate hints of floral and 
woodsy.  Carnelian has a balance that transports you to tranquility and happiness. 

MEANING:
Vitality, motivation, 
creativity; gives 
courage, promotes 
positive life choices

MANTRA:  
I have inner peace and 
joy

chiraz



CRYSTAL: CARNELIAN

TOPNOTES
Grapefruit
Rhubarb
Tropical

MIDDLENOTES
Geranium Rose
Raspberry

BASENOTES
Woody
Musk

92-2000-35 |  CONVENTIONAL FRAGRANCE

The pleasing harmony created by the pairing of citrusy grapefruit with woodsy musk conveys a sense of calm blended 
with a smile.  Positivity oozes from this delightful combination.

MEANING:
Vitality, motivation, 
creativity; gives 
courage, promotes 
positive life choices

MANTRA:  
I have inner peace and 
joy

chiraz



CRYSTAL: CITRINE

TOPNOTES
Juicy Bartlett Pear
Spearmint
Citrus Basket

MIDDLENOTES
Gin-Like Green
Honey-Like Rose
Ginger Warmness

BASENOTES
Tea
Vetiver

91-1060-35 |  ALL-NATURAL FRAGRANCE

Orchard fruit and citrus are cloaked with a subtle hint of honey. This Citrine fragrance is rounded out with warm spicy 
notes of ginger and sage.  The gentle equilibrium that is achieved brings thoughts of positive abundance.  

MEANING:
Warming/energizing, 
creativity, abundance, 
self-expression, 
promotes joy in life, 
optimism, confidence; 
considered an "aura 
protector“

MANTRA:  
My life is filled with 
positivity and 
abundance 

Ellen



CRYSTAL: CITRINE

TOPNOTES
Fresh Cucumber
Minty Galbanum
Juicy Citrus

MIDDLENOTES
Rose
Jasmine
Spicy Cedar

BASENOTES
Oakmoss
Musk
Amber

91-1060-18 |  CONVENTIONAL FRAGRANCE

Leaning towards the musky-side, this fragrance is mildly draped with citrus and florals. The striking roundness of this 
fragrance lifts spirits and energizes the soul.

MEANING:
Warming/energizing, 
creativity, abundance, 
self-expression, 
promotes joy in life, 
optimism, confidence; 
considered an "aura 
protector“

MANTRA:  
My life is filled with 
positivity and 
abundance 



CRYSTAL: MALACHITE

TOPNOTES
Green
Mango

MIDDLENOTES
Rose
Orange Blossom
Jasmine

BASENOTES
Woody
Powdery
Champaca

92-2000-36 |  ALL-NATURAL FRAGRANCE

Piney floral notes laced with powder, mango and luscious green make up Malachite.  This stunningly balanced 
fragrance sings to one’s heart, making it open to all the possibilities life may bring.

MEANING:
A transformation 
stone. Brings healing; 
connected to the 
heart chakra; gives 
strength to say yes to 
new growth

MANTRA:  
I welcome positive 
transformation into 
my life 

Chiraz



CRYSTAL: MALACHITE

TOPNOTES
Green
Eucalyptus
Mango

MIDDLENOTES
Jasmine
Orange Blossom

BASENOTES
Champaca
Woody
Musk

92-2000-34 |  CONVENTIONAL FRAGRANCE

The piney eucalyptus start to this fragrance brings an element of healing, while subtle hints of floral, mango and 
woodsy elevate this fragrance to a place where your heart sings.

MEANING:
A transformation 
stone. Brings healing; 
connected to the 
heart chakra; gives 
strength to say yes to 
new growth

MANTRA:  
I welcome positive 
transformation into 
my life 



CRYSTAL: OBSIDIAN

TOPNOTES
Bergamot
Sage
Eucalyptus

MIDDLENOTES
Davana
Black Currant

BASENOTES
Vetiver
Labdanum

95-5015-12 |  ALL-NATURAL FRAGRANCE

Light, refreshing with subtle complexity.  Obsidian’s woody, resinous base is offset with healing scents of citrus, sage 
and eucalyptus with a dash of fruity florals.  There is an equanimity that delivers on its mantra.

MEANING:
Self-reflection; 
protective; silent 
energy; opens 
gateways to new 
levels of awareness

MANTRA:  
My aura is positive 
and full of light

Jill



CRYSTAL: OBSIDIAN

TOPNOTES
Bergamot

MIDDLENOTES
Lavender
Eucalyptus
Fruity
Floral

BASENOTES
Amber
Musk

95-5016-01 |  CONVENTIONAL FRAGRANCE

The exhilarating citrus start to this fragrance is closely followed by a magically balanced combination of florals, 
eucalyptus, amber and musk.  It could make you think you have superpowers of positivity, awareness and light. 

MEANING:
Self-reflection; 
protective; silent 
energy; opens 
gateways to new 
levels of awareness

MANTRA:  
My aura is positive 
and full of light



CRYSTAL: AGATE

TOPNOTES
Minty Cucumber
Juicy Bartlett Pear
Bergamot
Orange

MIDDLENOTES
Lavender
Lilac
Mimosa

BASENOTES
Earthy
Ylang Ylang
Labdanum

91-1060-34 |  ALL-NATURAL FRAGRANCE

Juicy notes of cucumber immediately uplift you while the following notes floral and earthy notes bring a sense of 
balance.  Positivity, balance and harmony just hang fill up your senses.

MEANING:
Grounding energy; 
balance; positivity; 
harmony; helps 
manifest desires

MANTRA:  
My energy field is 
stable and balanced

Ellen



CRYSTAL: AGATE 

TOPNOTES
Watery Herbal
Bergamot
Mandarin
Currant

MIDDLENOTES
Rose
White Floral
Violet

BASENOTES
Sandalwood
Musk
Amber

91-1060-19 | CONVENTIONAL FRAGRANCE

There is a harmonious balance between the upfront notes of herbals and citrus with the following notes of floral and 
woodsy.  It is calming with a touch of positivity. 

MEANING:
Grounding energy; 
balance; positivity; 
harmony; helps 
manifest desires

MANTRA:  
My energy field is 
stable and balanced




